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• STATEMENT

"ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN ON A
HUMAN SCALE MAY RESULT THRU
ANALOGOUS PERCEPTION OF A
NATURAL LIVING ORGANISM.11

Living organisms, within an exterior skin evolved providing
necessary internal life support systems. This integration
of form and function is an ideal to be sought in architecture
This research will result in the acquisition of material
that will be applied to an architectural solution resulting
with a form being an event in space-time, and not merely a
configuration in space.

"Conditions are not invariable; terms are not final. Thus
the wise man looks into space, and does not regard the small
as too little, nor the great as too much; for he knows that
there is no limit to dimension."
Chuang Tzu (4th Century, B.C.)
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"By all indications there will be many new mechanical and
electrical devices, better energy sources and new construction
materials and methods. There will be new attitudes along
with new priorities."
Man has always tried to change himself and his surroundings,
but only recently have science, technology and mass production
made this more nearly possible.
"Without doubt, the number of problems that exist as well as
their complexity have increased to such an extent that new
and better solutions are needed."
Designers have to familiarize themselves with many other
fields and, by knowing them, redefine the relevance of the
designers to our society. Biology, bionics and related fields
offer the greatest area for creative new insight.
"Industrial revolution gave us a mechanical era (a static
technology of moveable parts). The last 60 years have given
us a technological era (a dynamic technology of functioning
parts). Then we are now emerging into a biomorphic era (an
-evolving technology permissive of imitations.)"

An insight is to be gained through exploration of contemporary
ideas pertaining to future involvement in satisfying today's
problems; this being biostructures (combining the science
of living matter, biology, with the science of architronics,
to establish a synthetic science of living structures).
The art nouveau movement, late 19th and early 20th Century
period, sought refuge in nature from the problems posed by
the onset of science and technology. Antonio Gaudi combined
mysticism and constructive ingenuity in a most fascinating
way.
"The theoretical premises of organic architecture—a by
product of Art Nouveau—are clearly demonstrated in the Town
Planning ideas evolved by Hans Bernard Reichow, who used
natural structures in a completely arbitrary manner to depict
the organizational forms of contemporary society." Two
trends have emerged from this Art Nouveau revival. A deeper
appreciation of the structural and functional correlation
between nature and architecture as represented by Paulo
Soleri; the other, determined by technological and rational
criteria, derives its structure from geometric forms and
cellular formations of nature, represenzative of Fuller and
Frei Otto.
One must be careful in not involving imitation of a natural

living organism by means of a natural visual analogue.
Rather one should search out the basic underlying organic
principles and then search for a new means of application.
The organism which I have chosen to relate with, for reference
purposes only, was selected from within 168,000 species of
insects, including 15,000 species of ants. Thusly, the scope
of this thesis will involve comprehension of the evolution
ary, physical and social characteristics common of the ant
and equating the various phenomenon conceivably applicable
to the human scale through architecture.
The programming pertaining to the necessity and functioning
of my solution will be subsequent to the evolutionary criteria.

With new conceptions and applications relative to biostructures,
new design problems solving methods are required. Systematic
design methods, as utilized in conventional approaches, pri
marily keep logic and imagination separate by external rather
than internal means.
The design method following provides an orderly guideline,
however, due to the scope of my thesis, all development
stages will allow for the constant interaction of form,
function, creativity-confirmity.

1.
2.

3.

Accumulation of data.
Isolation of a general concept or form.
-Essential purpose of building
-Relationship of the building to the individual
-Relationship of the building and its occupants to
the surrounding social and commercial patterns
-Economics
-Preliminary consideration of spatial and formal
organization
-Preliminary consideration of structural organization
-Establishment of appropriate form or generalized
concept
Development of form into final scheme.

-Detailed consideration of spatial and formal

4.

organization
-Detailed consideration of structure
-Development of architectural values
Final scheme!

With respect to present architectural trends of architectural
thoughts, my design directions will be influenced thusly:
10% Idealistic-rational, heroic
10% Self-conscience-classical, fundamentalist
20% Logical-engineering, functional
30% Intuitive-naturalist, biomorphic
30% Activist-futurist, constructivist
NIL Unselfconscious
"In most cases each design will satisfy some of the constraints
and relationships but not others. One must decide an order
of importance for the various constraints and that will
probably be a subjective matter. One must further decide
how much the less critical constraints can be compromised."

Hierarchy of Human Psychological Needs - Abraham Maslow
1. To survive, man needs food, clothing, shelter, rest
(elementary needs).
2.

When physiological needs are satisfied, man wants to keep

and protect what he has, stabilizing the future environment.
3. As his environment becomes more stable, he seeks to be
part of something larger than himself. He has social needs
for belonging, for sharing and association, for giving and
receiving friendship and love.
4. Needs which relate to one's self-esteem (self-confidence,
independence, achievement, competence, knowledge) and one's
reputation (need of status, recognition, appreciation).
5. Finally comes the need for growth, self-development,
self-actualization. Man wants to realize the full range of
his individual potential as a human being.

"Organic evolution has its physical analogue in the universal
law that the world tends in all its parts and particles, to
pass from certain less probable to certain more probable
configurations or states. The universe tends towards a
maximum."
(Second Law of Thermodynamics)

MORPHOLOGY The

form of an organism evolves as a function of growth or

as a direct consequence of growth whose rate varies in
different directions; the direct action of the molecular
forces involving a function of time.
Growth is accompanied by a change of form and by a develop
ment of definite shapes and contours. In these cases, we are
led to equate our various magnitudes w/time and so to recog
nize that growth is essentially a question of rate or of
velocity.

V • DISPLACEMENT / TIME
T = D / V

The ratio of velocities, in different directions, fluctuate
progressively and a change of form developes. The rate of
growth depends on the age of the organism and is directly
affected by temperature and by other physical conditions.
The "Principle of Similitude" states that all forces (magni
tude direction) will act proportionately from small to larger.

The form of very small organisms is independent of gravity.
Gravitation not only limits the magnitude, but controls the
form of things.
The force of surface tension is either a result of a continued
action of surface tension on the semi-fluid body or else
resulted during an early stage of development, bringing about
a form which subsequent chemical changes have rendered rigid
and lasting.
"Every organic form is the expression of a flux of processes.
It persists only in a continuous change of its components.
Every organic system appears stationary, if considered from a
certain point of view; but if we go a step deeper, we find
that the maintenance involves continuous change of the systems
of next lower order, of chemical compounds in the cell, of
cells in multicellular organisms, of individuals in super
individual life units."
Every organic system is essentially a hierachal order of
processes, standing in dynamic equilibrium. We may consider,
therefore, that organic forms express a pattern of processes
of an ordered system of forces. 'Dynamic Morphology'.
Architectural design is the conscious effort to impose
meaningful order, offering a comfortable or otherwise a stim
ulating climate in physical, social, cultural and aesthetic
terms.

"Organics imply the ability to regulate growth by promoting
expansion or contraction to meet man's changing needs."
Nature offers as we see an economy of means, simplicity,
elegance and an essential rightness, improvising materials
of predetermined dimensions and keeping to the same units,
whether she builds large or small.
No organic form exists save such as are in conformity with
physical and mathematical laws, creating a tendency for smaller
organisms to assume spherical or other simple forms.

SOCIALLY

Ants, considered the most successful of all insect groups,
live and work within a highly organized social structure.
"Ant colonies are somewhat like cities, hundreds or even
thousands of ants may live in one nest."
Grouped within the family Formicidae of the order Hymenaptera,
ant species are composed of three castes: females, males
and workers.
The pursuit of a three-fold aim, securing food, prepetuating
their specie and shielding themselves from a changing physical
environment, forms the necessary criteria which the ant
satisfies in its ways.
Settlements occur within reach of required necessities:
foods, fats, carbohydates and proteins. Many nest in the
ground, excavating galleries in the soil; others inhabit
hollow twigs or excavate wood; some build nests of carton,
consisting of chewed wood cemeted with saliva.
As a colony grows larger, the nest changes shape accordingly.
Whatever their choice of nesting habits, the combination of
indeginous materials in a selective excavation or construction
system enables ants to exist within all parts of the world.

The queen does not rule the ant colony, however, she does
become a central figure as she lays the eggs which per
petuate their specie. The queen being a little larger than
other ants is fed and taken care of by the workers and lives
as long as 10 to 15 years. Male ants fertilize the queen
and live only a few weeks.
The worker ants are females which do not mate nor lay eggs
and by number dominate the colony. They tend to the young,
supplying food and defending the nest. The workers are
often dimorphic or polymorphic separable in two or several
types which differ in size and structure. Their development
is conditioned by the environment.

- PHYSICALLY

The ant, regardless of caste, developed providing a life
support system within a rigid and enduring form, serving as
an outer skeleton and protective covering.
The ants body, like that of all insects is divided into
three parts:
1.
2.

3.

Head
Thorax
Abdomen

Ants breathe through spiracles, or small holes, along the
sides of the abdomen and thorax. The air passes into tubes
called tracheae which branch into all parts of the body.
Ants do not have lungs.
The circulatory system provides for distribution of trans
parent blood through the body cavity, activated by pulsating
movements in the abdomen.
The nervous system consists of several large nerve centres,
connected by nerve cords that run along the underside of
the body. The largest centre is located in the head and
forms the ant's brain. These centres coordinate and indirectly
control all of the ant's activities.
The ant uses two long, jointed feelers in order to taste, smell
and feel. Some species have no eyes, but most have a compound
eye on each side of their head which may have 6 to 1,000 facets.
Many ants cannot see much more than light or dark, and depend
largely upon other senses in travelling and gathering food.
The jaws open and close sideways and are used like scissors
to cut and carry, shovel or push, or to fiend off enemies.

The second part of the body supports the wings, when present,
and 3 pairs of legs. Each leg has 5 parts, terminating with
two claws enabling the ant to cling and hold.
The internal organs pass through the narrow waist into the
abdomen. The larger part of the abdomen contains a crop,
used to store and carry food which could be forced out into
the mouth when feeding other ants. Food is digested, absorbed
or rejected in the stomach and intestines.
The ant is complete (Dynamically Stable) in all four metamorphic stages of development: egg, larvae, pupae and adult.
Engineering construction has to grow but the living thing
is in a sense complete during every phase of its existence
while the engineer struggles to ensure sufficient strength
in his unfinished and imperfect structure.

J

In the course of evolution, it constantly happens that
independently of each other, two different forms of life
take similar, parallel paths in adapting themselves to
the same external circumstances.
"Analogies may become fundamental to experience, absorbed,
compared, contracted, combined overlaid by later experience
and changed by new perceptions, but they exist to be called
and drawn from."
Computer technology would not be as advanced today as it is
if insights from the human brain were unavailable. Simple
electronic light sensitive devices developed from understand
ing the sensory perception indeginous of the common moth.
The temperature sensitive organs of the rattlesnake or pit
viper provided the framework in the development of the side
winder missile, sensitive to jet aircraft exhaust. Radar
and sonar principles function relative to that natural of
the bat. Speed indicators on airplanes involve basic
characteristics found in the eyes of the beetle, etc.
The ant displays various characteristics which contribute
to their community 'wholeness'.
Society must exhibit a sense of wholeness through means which
the designer controls. If various natural principles are

isolated, analyzed and administered on a human scale, this
wholeness may be achieved.
We are taught to equate power, money and materialistic
possessions, hence denying to those who are poor. Man in
the future must put more accent on his socio-centric values
rather than ego-centric values as exist.

The application of my concept will be administered through
the development of a cultural centre within the city of
Bozeman. I believe my philosophy may be applied toward any
function which man recessitiates, however, the creation of
new urban systems require that a basic foundation be
to
incorporate expansion.
The evolutionary, physical and social analogues along with
criteria regarding function with respect to the selected site
shall be intrically integrated in the derivation of my solu
tion.
The functions to be organized allowing for human occupancy
shall be influenced by technical achievements and adaptable
to future developments. "The success of an organism depends
to a great extent on its ability to diagnose itself so that
corrections or changes can be made to insure its health at
all times." This will require a unique, possibly radical,
structural solution in satisfying the technical, and formerly
presented criteria. The structure shall vary with respect to
whether the solution is to be a living organism or a machine
to be programmed.
The successfulness of my thesis will depend upon a satis
factorily inter-relationship of four components:

1.

Vision

2.

A Structural Concept

3.
4.

Function Criteria
Fundamental Belief

"It necessitates the ability to define goals and norms, to
construct sets of concrete envisioned situations, to abstract
different alternatives from them, and to choose among such
alternatives. It depends upon one's capacity to distinguish
what is constant and what is variable. Finally there is the
difficulty that to satisfy the above requirements the resulting
construct must be different from the present state of the
system and that these differences must embody some good or
virtue that the present system lacks." This being adaptability.

With relation to the design method, technology must be in
tegrated equally with the form in providing function and
can only evolve with constant thought interaction through
all development stages.
Site analysis will provide data in forming conclusions as
to the extent and control of external conditions acting
upon the design solution.
Due to the adaptability perceived in the solution. I shall
program the technology necessary internally with an optimistic,
furutistic outlook.

• LIGHTING

Internal artificial lighting will be maintained well below
standards, varying with area requirements.
A minimal brighness (luminosity) will be incorporated chemi
cally (luminous flux) providing a phosflourescent blue-green
light.

•AIR CONTROL

Environmental control, temperature, shall be controlled
within panels, heating coils, equivalent to the homeostosis
of a living organism. The source may be from conventional
energy sources, supplemented by solar or wind generation.

The structural skin will include heating, lighting and other
service circuits.

INSUATION

The use of a developed lichen growth, spray applied in
relevant areas shall provide visual,insulation and acoustical
treatment. Rather than maintaining conventional systems,
the lichen will grow to lengths of 35 mm and will withstand
extreme temperatures of -10°C or 55°C maintenance free.
The functions of the centre includes those which require a
high degree of knowledge regarding acoustical treatment.
A concert hall will serve a variety of activities necessita
ting unique acoustical characteristics adaptable to change.
Sound control will be achieved through utilizing a system
which picks up unwanted noises and feeds them back into the
panel vibrating them off-phase.
If the off-phase equivalent from the vibrating panel reached
the ear simultaneously, they would cancel each other out.
Such a network could be operated in two ways:
1. Attaching a small vibrator;
2. By building the whole panel as an electro-static
loudspeaker, incorporating a .'tuning system1,
(vibration variance for such activity or individual

feedback circuits), microphones, phase splitter, amps,
and/or loudspeakers.
"Continuing exploration into contemporary music, its composi
tion and performance with respect to psycho-acoustics, computer
science, theories of sound, perception, linguistics and socially
creates the need for futuristic experimentation."
The spaces created are conceptually an instrument to be
played, programmed and explored, providing not a completed
finite object but a tool for process and evolution of ideas.

Lindley Park serves a relatively small neighborhood and
appears to be community oriented. The park serves a small
area east of the park containing about 70 residential units,
approximately 245 people. To the north of the park lies a
physical barrier, that being east Main Street or Highway 191.
Zoned predominately commercial, 300 residents are subsiding
in the north service area. To the west of the park exists
a physical barrier in the way of a bluff, railroad tracks, and
industrial buildings. Residents to the west are more easily
serviced by Bogart Park.
With respect to centralization, community wholeness and
apparent need, the selected site will be developed to exercise
my conception.
The existing boundaries will be expanded to south Wallace,
requiring demolition and removal of present industrial
operations. Bozeman's grovth necessitates relocating such
activities a greater distance from the central business district,
thusly opening the site up to the business area and university
through existing park Networks, implying a larger service
area. Located within near .proximity to city offices, the
proposed cultural centre and park will become a focal point
within a centralized area.

Railway networks currently existing will be incorporated
allowing selected functions or components of the centre to
achieve a degree of mobility, thusly enabling the designated
activities to function in less populated areas or to 'plugin' to structures located in other urban areas, functioning
within the same philosophy.
The building form will combine construction along with exca
vation in becoming a outgrowth of the existing natural bluff,
with respect to constraints generated from the natural and
cultural influences.

• NATURAL

Climatic Influences
Temperature
Precipitation
Sunshine
Winds
Surface Water
Topography
Vegetation

• CULTURAL

Traffic Access
Pedestrian
Road
Rail
Services
Zoning
The above influences will be synthesized with regard to the
relative stimulus effecting our various senses.
Sight—sunpaths, trees, shade, views (natural
or man-made)
Hearing—sources, industry, road, rail, water
Skin senses—heat, wind, rainfall

-WIND

There has been no conclusive mapping or data formulation
derived within the Bozeman area through the meteorologist
department.
Thusly, through an informal discussion with said department,
I will assume wind directions to prevail from the N.E.
and S.W. of equal frequencies. The easterly being the
colder, implying snow drift.

• WATER

Storey Mill high water run-off, traversing the site, is
utilized at the cities discretion to divert water from
Bozeman Creek in cases of flooding or creek maintenance.
Run-off could be obtained to provide water flow to maintain
ponds within the site allowing for aesthetic and relief
purposes.
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Energy conservation, due to increasing demands has created
upon the designer requirements which he must understand
and implement. Energy may be saved through technological means
as well as manipulating socialogical movements.
Buildings consume an incredible 33 percent of all energy
produced, of which 40 percent is wasted. Energy consumption
in architecture is effected by the designers decisions in
the following areas:
The Building Itself:
1. Environmental control
-air movement and control
-lighting
-insulation
2. Structural system
3. Materials
-to resist deterioration
-with respect to energy it takes to produce
move and install
4. Equipment, elevator, etc.
5. Orientation on site
6. Task recognition of spaces
The Outdoor Environment
1.

Location

2.
3.

-natural and cultural influence
Building configuration
Ground surface treatment
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